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As part of a recent analysis of exclusive two-photon production of W+W− pairs at the LHC,
the CMS experiment used di-lepton data to obtain an “effective” photon-photon luminosity. We
show how the CMS analysis on their 8 TeV data, along with some assumptions about the likelihood
for events in which the proton breaks up to pass the selection criteria, can be used to significantly
constrain the photon parton distribution functions, such as those from the CTEQ, MRST, and
NNPDF collaborations. We compare the data with predictions using these photon distributions, as
well as the new LUXqed photon distribution. We study the impact of including these data on the
NNPDF2.3QED, NNPDF3.0QED and CT14QEDinc fits. We find that these data place a useful and
complementary cross-check on the photon distribution, which is consistent with LUXqed prediction
while suggesting that the NNPDF photon error band should be significantly reduced. Additionally,
we propose a simple model for describing the two-photon production of W+W− at the LHC. Using
this model, we constrain the amount of inelastic photon that remains after the experimental cuts
are applied.

PACS numbers: 12.15.Ji, 12.38 Cy, 13.85.Qk

With the start of the 13 TeV run of the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC), more precise theory calculations are
needed to correctly interpret the present and upcom-
ing experimental data. Calculations at the next-to-next-
to-leading order (NNLO) in Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD) are becoming the standard, so that the theoreti-
cal uncertainty can be reduced to the same order as the
experimental uncertainty. At this level of precision, the
leading-order electroweak correction is also important,
because the square of the coupling of the strong interac-
tion (αs) is of the same order of magnitude as the electro-
magnetic coupling (α). Therefore, it becomes necessary
to include electroweak corrections in the calculations.

One particular electroweak correction of interest is
that due to photons coming from the proton in the
initial state. This requires the inclusion of the pho-
ton as a parton inside the proton, with an associated
parton distribution function (PDF). This is necessary
both for consistency when electroweak corrections are in-
cluded and because the photon-initiated processes can
become significant at high energies. The treatment
of the photon PDF in a global analysis was first per-
formed by the MRST collaboration [1]. Since then, both
NNPDF and CTEQ collaborations have introduced pho-
ton PDFs [2, 3], along with PDF evolution at leading
order (LO) in QED and next-to-leading order (NLO) or
NNLO in QCD. The MRST2004QED set contains pho-
ton PDFs with a parametrization based on radiation
off of “primordial” up and down quarks, with the pho-
ton radiation cut off at either the current quark masses
(MRST0), or the constituent quark masses (MRST1)
[1]. The NNPDF2.3QED set uses a more general photon
parametrization, which was then constrained by Drell-

Yan data at the LHC [2]. This was recently updated
in the NNPDF3.0QED set [4]. The CT14QED set also
uses the radiative ansatz, but for the “inelastic” com-
ponent of the photon PDF only and with the inelastic
photon momentum fraction at the initial scale left as
a free parameter. Data on isolated photon production
in electron-proton deep inelastic scattering (DIS), mea-
sured by the ZEUS Collaboration [5], were used to con-
strain the inelastic initial photon momentum fraction to
be less than 0.14% at the 90% confidence level (CL) and
less than 0.11% at the 68% CL [3]. In the same arti-
cle, the CTEQ-TEA group also presented CT14QEDinc
sets, which describe the inclusive photon PDF in the pro-
ton, given at the initial scale Q0, as the sum of the (in-
elastic) CT14QED plus the “elastic” photon contribu-
tion [6]. The elastic contribution to the photon PDF,
in which the initial proton remains intact, was obtained
from the Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA) [7].
Since CT14QEDinc PDFS were obtained from fitting
to ZEUS data, the photon PDFs are better known for
the parton momentum fraction x ranging from 10−4 to
around 0.4. Recently, a new determination of the pho-
ton PDF, LUXqed, was obtained from the lepton-photon
structure functions [8]. This approach greatly reduces the
uncertainties in the determination of the photon PDFs.
Additionally, the NNPDF group recently adopted the
LUXqed approach and introduced a new photon PDF,
that applies the LUXqed approach to a global PDF fit [9].
Since it yields a result very similar to LUXqed, we will
not discuss it further in this work.

With the large amounts of data to be collected at the
LHC, photon-initiated processes will become increasingly
important. For instance, a precise determination of the
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quartic couplings of photons and W -bosons can be ob-
tained through the analysis ofW pair production through
photon-fusion. This has been shown to be the most pre-
cise channel to measure these couplings [10, 11], with
the possibility of measurements that are several orders
of magnitude more precise than the limits found at the
Tevatron [12] and LEP [13–19]. For all of these uses, a
good understanding of the initial photon PDF is vital.

In this paper we consider the CMS studies of exclu-
sive two-photon production of W boson pairs [20], and
show how the di-lepton cross-check analysis can be used
to constrain the photon PDF. We compare predictions
from the various photon PDFs against each other and
against the CMS data analysis, after invoking a sim-
ple model to separate the various photon-photon ini-
tiated scattering contributions. We find that the pre-
dictions from various PDF sets are in good agreement
with the CMS data under the assumption that the dou-
ble dissociative contribution is negligible. After com-
paring the photon PDFs of CT14QEDinc, LUXqed,
MRST2004QED, NNPDF2.3QED, NNPDF3.0QED and
NNPDF3.1LUXqed through the photon-photon luminos-
ity at the LHC with a 13 TeV center-of-mass collider en-
ergy, we demonstrate how the result of the CMS data
analysis strongly constrains the earlier NNPDF2.3QED
and NNPDF3.0QED photon PDFs. Consequently, many
studies in the literature that used the NNPDF2.3QED
photon PDF, which predicted large photon-initiated con-
tributions at the LHC (and with large uncertainties
due to the photon PDFs), should see reduced photon-
initiated contributions. As an example, we show that
the predicted high-mass Drell-Yan pair production cross
sections at the LHC are reduced by more than one order
of magnitude in the TeV region when the NNPDF pho-
ton PDFs are reweighted to include the impact of the
CMS data.

Recently, the CMS experiment at the LHC has per-
formed measurements of the W -boson pair production
process (pp → p(∗)W+W−p(∗)) at

√
s = 7 TeV [21]

and at
√
s = 8 TeV [20], and used these to put con-

straints on anomalous quartic gauge couplings. In these
measurements they selected photon-photon fusion events,
including both elastic events, where both protons re-
mained intact, and inelastic (quasi-exclusive or “proton
dissociative”) events, in which one or both protons dis-
sociate. This selection was attained by requiring no
additional associated charged tracks beyond the muon
(µ) and electron (e) with opposite sign charges (µ±e∓),
which identified the W boson pairs, in the central ra-
pidity region (with |yWW | < 2.5). In order to predict
the expected rate of pp→ p(∗)W+W−p(∗), they used the
much-higher-statistics sample of `+`− events (away from
the Z-peak and in the same invariant mass range, with
` = µ or e) to extract an effective photon-photon lumi-
nosity. This was obtained by taking the ratio of the ob-
served `+`− events with no additional associated charge
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FIG. 1: Various elastic (EPA), inelastic (CT14QED)
and inclusive (CT14QEDinc,LUXqed,NNPDF3.0)
photon PDF distributions at (a) Q=3.2 GeV and (b)
Q=100 GeV.

tracks to that predicted from purely elastic scattering (af-
ter subtracting possible quark-initiated contamination,
estimated from Z-peak events). The effective photon-
photon luminosity determined from this data-driven ap-
proach was then used to predict the total cross section to
be σ(pp → p(∗)W+W−p(∗) → p(∗)µ±e∓p(∗)) = 4.0 ± 0.7
fb at

√
s = 7 TeV and 6.2± 0.5 fb at

√
s = 8 TeV, after

including W boson decay branching fraction.
Since these predicted cross sections use their respective

extracted photon-photon luminosities, they include both
elastic and inelastic contributions. Therefore, they can
be used to constrain the photon PDFs if we make some
assumptions about the fraction of dissociative events
that pass the no-additional-charged-tracks cut. For this
comparison, we calculate the total cross section for W -
pair production1 via the photon-photon fusion process
γγ → W+W−, with the proper W boson decay branch-
ing ratios included, at the leading-order in electroweak
interaction. The factorization scale is chosen to be the

1 We emphasize that, although we are using the W+W− cross
section for the comparison, it is in fact the effective photon-
photon luminosity extracted from the CMS di-muon data that
constrains the photon PDFs.
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FIG.2:Thephotonmomentumfractioninsidethe
protonasafunctionofQforvariousphotonPDFs.The
changeinslopeofallthePDFsatthespecificlowQ
valueisduetothefactthatthePDFsarenotdefined
belowsomeQ0.Belowthatscale,extrapolationisused.

invariantmass(
√
ŝ)oftheW-bosonpair,unlessspeci-

fied.UsingCT14QEDincPDFsfortheinclusivephoton
andtheEPAfortheelasticphoton,weseparatedthe
predictionintoelastic,single-dissociative,anddouble-
dissociativeevents.Totakeintoaccountthecutonad-
ditionalchargedtracks,weuseacrudeapproximation
basedonthefindinginRef.[22]thattheprobabilityof
notproducingextratracksinthecentraldetectordueto
hadronicrescatteringispredictedtoberelativelyclose
to1fortheelasticandsingle-dissociativecases. Hence,
weassumethattheelasticandsingle-dissociativeevents
allpassthecut,whilethedouble-dissociativeeventsare
reducedbyafactorf,whichwevarybetween0and1.
Namely,wecomparetotheeffectivephoton-photonlu-
minosityextractedfromtheCMSdi-muondatabythe
followingtheorycalculation:

σinclusive=σelastic+σsingle−dissociative

+f×σdouble−dissociative. (1)

Here, σelastic iscalculatedusingEPAphotonPDFs
frombothcollidingprotons;σsingle−dissociative isob-
tainedbyusingoneEPAphotonPDFandoneinelastic
photonPDF;whileσdouble−dissociativeiscalculatedus-
inginelasticphotonPDFsfrombothcollidingprotons.
TheinelasticphotonPDFistakenasthedifferencebe-
tweenaninclusivephotonPDF(suchasCT14QEDinc,
NNPDF3.0QEDandLUXqedphotonPDFs)andthe
EPAphotonPDF. WenotethatCT14QEDincPDFin-
cludesbothelasticandinelasticcontributionstothepho-
tonPDF,andcanbewell-approximatedbythelinear
sumoftheelasticcomponentfromEPAandtheinelas-
ticcomponentfromCT14QEDatanygivenscaleQ,as
illustratedinFigs.1(a)and1(b).Thisobservationwas
usedintheoriginalanalysistoconstraintheCT14QED
andCT14QEDincphotonPDFs[3]fromtheZEUSdata,
anditalsoagreeswiththeconclusionmadeinRef.[6].
Furthermore,Fig.2showsthattheEPAphotoncontri-
butiontotheprotonmomentum(pγ
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FIG.3:CT14QEDincpredictionswithinitialinelastic
photonmomentumfractionvaryingfrom0%to0.3%
comparedwiththeCMSresultat

√
s=8TeV,

includinguncertainty.Theorybandscorrespondtoscale
uncertaintiesbetweenµ=0.5

√
ŝandµ=2

√
ŝ.

constantatscalesQabovetheinitialscaleofQ0=1.3
GeV.TheEPAphotonPDFistheblackcurve,while
thetwoCT14QEDincphotonPDFsstartatthescale
Q0=1.3GeVwitheither0%or0.11%inelasticpho-
tonmomentumfraction.Forexample,atQ=10GeV,
the(elastic)EPAphotoncontributesabout0.15%of
theprotonmomentum,andthe(inelastic)CTEQ14QED
photoncontributesabout0.11%and0.22%ofthepro-
tonmomentum,respectively,forthetwoPDFsetsla-
belledbytheirinitialinelasticphotonmomentumfrac-
tionsas[CT14QED0%]and[CT14QED0.11%].Hence,
atQ=10GeV,thephotonmomentumfractionofthe
twocorrespondingCT14QEDincPDFsisabout0.26%
and0.37%,respectively. At1TeV,thephoton mo-
mentumfractionoftheNNPDF3.0QEDandLUXqedis
about0.75%and0.53%,respectively,whilethetwocor-
respondingCT14QEDincPDFsincreasetoabout0.48%
and0.59%,respectively.

Usingthisapproximationwecancalculatethepre-
dictedcrosssectionasafunctionoffandcomparewith
theCMSresult.InFig.3weshowthepredictedcross
sectionsforf=0andf=1usingtheCT14QEDinc,
NNPDF3.0QEDandLUXqedPDFsasafunctionofthe
initialinelasticphoton momentumfraction(pγ0)com-
paredwiththe

√
s=8TeVpredictionfromtheCMS

analysis.ItclearlyshowsthattheCMSresultiscon-
sistentwithafractionfmuchlessthan1. Assuming
f≈0,the8TeVCMSpredictionfavorssmallvaluesof
pγ0≈0.04%withp

γ
0≤0.11%forCT14QEDinc,atthe

68%confidencelevel(CL). Whenmodellingthecross-
sectionasinEq.(1)andassumingf≈0,thedataagree
wellwithpredictionsbasedontheLUXqedPDFcalcu-
lation.Forcomparison,wenotethatthisCT14QEDinc
resultisconsistentwiththeconstraintofpγ0≤0.14%at
the90%CL,derivedfromcomparingtotheisolatedpho-
tonproductionrateinDISprocess,measuredbyZEUS
Collaboration[3].

Wecanalsocalculatethesamecrosssectionus-
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FIG. 4: Various PDF set predictions (with their PDF
uncertainty ranges) compared to the CMS result at 8
TeV, at the 68% CL.

ing the other photon PDFs (assumed to be in-
clusive) in the same manner, as a function of
f . In Fig. 4 we compare the CMS result
with predictions from the CT14QEDinc, LUXqed,
MRST2004qed, NNPDF2.3QED, NNPDF3.0QED and
NNPDF3.1LUXqed photon PDF sets. In all cases, the
f = 0 assumption is in good agreement with the CMS
data. In addition, we can see that, while all PDF sets are
consistent with the data for f = 0, the uncertainty due
to the photon PDF increases as we change from LUXqed
to CT14QEDinc, MRST, and finally to NNPDF, which
predicts the largest uncertainty. This originates from the
different methods used to extract the photon PDFs by
the different groups. LUXqed derived their photon PDF
from the proton electromagnetic form factors, obtained
partly from data and partly from theory calculations us-
ing PDF4LHC15 PDFs; CT14QED fit to the ZEUS iso-
lated photon production data, in which photon-initiated
process contributes at the leading order; MRST2004qed
modeled the photon PDF without fitting to data, but
using two different scale choices to estimate the uncer-
tainty; while NNPDF2.3QED and NNPDF3.0QED fit to
the inclusive Drell-Yan pair data, whose production rate
is dominated by the much larger quark-antiquark ini-
tiated processes. In other words, the NNPDF2.3QED,
NNPDF3.0QED photon PDF fits were dominated by the
error in the measurement of the Drell-Yan pair produc-
tion rate, which explains the quite large uncertainty in
its Monte Carlo replica sets.

To facilitate the comparison of theory predictions of
various production rates induced by the photon-photon
fusion process at the LHC, we compute the photon-
photon parton luminosity for each of the PDF sets, de-
fined as:

dLγγ(τ)

dM2
=

1

s

∫ − ln
√
τ

ln
√
τ

dy fγ/p(x1, µF )fγ/p(x2, µF ) , (2)

where y = 1
2 ln(x1

x2
), τ = x1x2 = M2/s, M is the in-
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FIG. 5: Photon-photon luminosity predicted by various
photon PDFs for an invariant mass of 1.5 TeV to 4.5
TeV, at the LHC with 13 TeV collider energy. The lower
error curves of NNPDF2.3QED and NNPDF3.0QED
predictions are below the x-axis of this plot.

variant mass of the photon pair, and x1, x2 are the mo-
mentum fractions of the photons from each proton; the
factorization scale µF is chosen to be M . This is shown in
Fig. 5 for the LHC at 13 TeV collider energy for the high-
invariant mass region. In the high-invariant mass region
above approximately 1 TeV, the central NNPDF2.3QED
and NNPDF3.0QED luminosities greatly exceed that of
the other PDFs. This can be traced to the large un-
certainty in the photon PDF determination at large x,
as well as the extra freedom in the NNPDF2.3QED and
NNPDF3.0QED photon PDF parametrization. Here, we
can see that the LUXqed and NNPDF3.1LUXqed lu-
minosity prediction is enveloped by the CT14QEDinc
estimated uncertainty, which in turn is enveloped by
the MRST uncertainty, while all of these predictions lie
within the NNPDF2.3QED and NNPDF3.0QED error
bands.

Next, we examine the impact of the CMS data on
the CT14QEDinc, NNPDF2.3QED and NNPDF3.0QED
photon PDFs. We adopt the PDF Bayesian reweight-
ing technique to study its effect. The idea of reweighting
PDFS was originally proposed by Giele and Keller in [23],
and later discussed by the NNPDF collaboration [24, 25].
In Ref. [26], a detailed discussion was given to compare
these two reweighting methods and favored the original
procedure in [23]. (In the case of including only one new
data point, such as in the present study, both methods
coincide.) The reweighting technique assigns weights to
each of the replica sets, which strongly suppress those
whose theory predictions are in poor agreement with the
new (CMS) data. The weights are derived from the chi-
square (χ2) values of the comparison between the new
data and theory prediction from each of the PDF repli-
cas. The central value of any observable is the weighted
average of the values extracted from each of the PDF
replicas, and its PDF error is given by the weighted
root-mean-square (RMS) of those values [23]. While
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NNPDF2.3QEDandNNPDF3.0QEDarealreadyinthe
formofMonteCarloreplicas,weneedtofirstconstruct
theMonteCarloreplicasfromthetwoCT14QEDincpho-
tonPDFs,[CT14QEDinc0%]and[CT14QEDinc0.11%],
whichrepresentthetwoerrorPDFsalongthenegative
andpositivedirectionofthephotonerrorPDFeigenvec-
torinHessianmethod[27].Forthat,weusethepublic
codeMCGEN[28]whichfacilitatesthemethoddescribed
inRef.[29]togeneratetheCT14QEDincreplicasforthis
study.

TheresultsofincludingtheCMSdatatoreweightthe
differentphotonPDFreplicasareshowninFigs.6(a)
and6(b),wherewecalculatetherelativeuncertaintiesin
thedistributionofleptonpairinvariantmassinthehigh
massregion.Asexpected,thePDFuncertaintiesforthis
distributionarereducedforboththeCT14QEDincand
NNPDFphotonPDFsetsafterincludingthe8TeVCMS
data.Inparticular,theCMSdatacanhaveaverylarge
effectinreducingtheerrorsduetotheNNPDFphoton
PDFs. Forexample,at2TeVand3TeV,therelative
errors(∆σ/σ)intheNNPDF3.0QEDpredictionsreduce
from240%and380%,respectively,toabout40%,while
theaveragevaluesofthecrosssections(σ)reduceby
aboutafactorof2afterincludingthe8TeVCMSdata.
Incontrast,thereductionin∆σ/σintheCT14QEDinc
predictionismild,fromabout25%to15%,whilethe
averagepredictedσisalmostunchanged.Forcomplete-
ness,wealsoshowinFig.7thecomparisonofvarious
photonPDFs,similartoFig.4ofRef.[9],butafterim-
posingtheconstraintfromtheCMSdata. Wenotethat
fortheNNPDFsetswealwaysusethestandarddeviation
fortheuncertaintyinsteadoftakingthemax(µ−σ,r16),
wherer16isthereplicaatthe16

thpercentile,asdonein
Fig.4ofRef.[9].Forcomparison,inFig.8,weshowthe
PDFsbeforetheyareupdatedbytheCMSdata.

TheCMSdatacanalsobeusedtotesttheabovepro-
posedmodel. BasedonthecutsusedbyCMSandthe
LUXqedPDFset,the95%confidencelimitforfisgiven
as0.08.Thisvaluecanbeusedasaconservativeestimate
forthetheoreticaluncertaintyoftheamountofdouble-
dissociativeeventsthatpassthenoadditionaltrackcut.
Inamorecompletestudy,wheretheelasticandsingle-
dissociativeeventsarenotassumedtobefullyaccepted
bytheno-extra-trackcut,thevalueoffwillbesome-
whatlarger. Wefurtherleavethemoredetailedanalysis
toafuturework.

Insummary, wehaveshownthatthe“effective”
photon-photonluminosityobtainedbytheCMScollab-
orationfromanalyzingtheexclusivetwo-photonpro-
ductionofW+W− pairsattheLHCcanconstrain
somephotonPDFs,particularly,NNPDF2.3QEDand
NNPDF3.0QEDphotonPDFs. Ontheotherhand,
theuncertaintypredictedbyLUXqedPDFs,withf
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hadfoundalargecontributionfromphoton-inducedpro-
cessesneedtobereexamined.Forexample,itispointed
outinRef.[30]thatthelargestsourceofuncertaintyfor
predictingtheW±Hproductionrate,whichisimportant
formeasuringthecouplingofHiggsbosontoW bosons,
isduetophoton-inducedcontributions.Thisconclusion
needstobereexamined,basedonourfindingthatthe
NNPDFphotonPDFsoverestimatethephotoncontri-
butionto,aswellastheuncertaintyin,thecalculation
ofprocessessuchasW±H,lepton-pairorvector-boson-
pairproductionattheLHC.Likewise,itwillalsomodify
earlyconclusionsaboutthepotentialoftheLHCand
futurehadroncolliderstosearchfornewphysicseffects
inducedbyphoton-initiatedprocess,e.g.,Ref.[31].
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